
 
UC Davis Gunrock Team Statement on Amazon Alexa Prize 2019 Disqualification  
 
On July 16th 2020, Team Gunrock, representing the University of California, Davis, was disqualified 
from the Amazon Alexa Prize competition. Gunrock was accused of repeatedly violating a contest rule 
regarding unauthorized code deployments after the code freeze of June 4, 2020 (a requirement which is 
not included in the Official Rules). We want to clarify what occurred. Amazon informed us that we were 
allowed to deploy “break fixes” after the code freeze. We then continued to fix bugs without getting any 
feedback from Amazon. Two weeks later, Amazon suddenly requested us to roll back all changes made 
after June 4,  as they considered some changes were “disallowed” from their perspective. We rolled back 
the code base and sent a list of critical bug fixes for their approval, but Amazon was slow in response. 
(We followed up three times and finally got a 2-line short response approving limited items after 5 days.) 
The rollback then caused the reappearance of serious bugs that caused our bot to be taken offline. We 
fixed the bug as requested by Amazon’s offline notification email and wrote a separate email to notify 
Amazon about the fix, but were later requested to roll back the fix again. We were very confused by these 
contradictory instructions. We requested several times to have a conversation with the Alexa support team 
to explain our previous fixes and to clarify their definition of “break fix,” but the Alexa support team was 
not forthcoming with any clarification. During the Final event, we discovered a critical bug after listening 
to the first-day recording. We believed the bug was similar to the previous bugs that the Alexa support 
team allowed us to deploy; therefore, we pushed a change before the second-day competition, and 
immediately notified the Alexa support team over Slack. After one hour, the support team judged that it 
was not a break-fix, asked us to roll back, and we did so immediately. We were then informed that we 
were disqualified the next day. The decision to disqualify Team Gunrock is unwarranted, capricious, and 
the result of lack of communication. 
 
Based on our communications with the support team, all of our bug fixes were deployed under the 
assumption that other teams were deploying similar fixes and there was nothing unfair about this. We 
remain very confused by this entire series of events. If the support team intended to prevent updates, it is 
technically trivial to lock the code and only allow fixes manually approved by them. We still do not 
understand, and have not been told, what “bug fixes” were and were not allowed. Why was the burden of 
deciding what is and is not a “breaking” bug fix placed on our team, and why would Amazon not clarify 
this after repeated requests?  We are very frustrated by the Amazon Alexa Prize team’s decision as well as 
the events leading up to it. Our team of eleven students has been working on this project for a year, and 
our efforts were unjustifiably invalidated for reasons that could have been easily prevented by the contest 
organizers. 
 
We also felt actively discouraged to publish academic papers related to the Amazon Alexa Challenge 
during this year’s challenge. In one incident, we worked with colleagues from another institute on a 
research project related to our work for the Alexa competition. Our external collaborators never accessed 
any user data. However, the Amazon Alexa support team refused to allow us to acknowledge their efforts 
as co-authors in our planned paper submission. We understand the need to protect user privacy, but by 
using it as an excuse to dismiss research collaboration is unreasonable.  
 

https://developer.amazon.com/alexaprize/challenges/current-challenge/rules


We really enjoyed the Alexa Prize Challenge in 2018 and learned a lot from that year’s challenge. 
However, this year, our team felt the communication difficulties with the Amazon Alexa Prize support 
team and the confusion of the contest rules negatively impacted our experience in the competition. We 
still learned a lot in this year’s competition by working with massive real user data. But due to various 
constraints on publications, there is limited experience that can be shared to the entire academic 
community.  
 
Looking back, the Alexa Prize program was directed by people without research backgrounds and the 
researchers from Amazon Alexa had very limited involvement in this program. After talking to other 
colleagues who participated in the challenges, the disappointments concerning lack of space for 
innovative research are shared. We really hope the Alexa Prize Challenge could involve more Alexa 
researchers in the process. We also hope for more effective communication between student teams with 
the Alexa support team and among student teams themselves. By making these changes, we can make this 
an academia-industry collaboration to both advance science and create impactful products.  
 
 
 

 
 
Timeline: 
 

● 5/15:  
Amazon announced code lockdown date and declared “break fixes” are allowed afterwards. 

   
  

● 6/4: 
Code lockdown 
 

● 6/9 - 6/24: 
Gunrock continued fixing bugs and deployed to the PROD environment. No feedback from 
Amazon at all. 
 

● 6/12:  
Our socialbot was taken offline due to a holiday-related bug in the launch greeting module. 
In the email, Amazon asked us to “resolve this issue as soon as possible”. 
We fixed bugs and deployed to the PROD environment. 



 
● 6/25 2 pm: 

Our socialbot was taken offline due to a profanity issue. We fixed bugs and deployed to the 
PROD environment. 



 
 

● 6/25 8 pm: 
Amazon requested us to revert all commits back to 6/4, including all bug fixes.  

 
● 6/26:  

We actively tried to clarify how the future process should go and were asked to submit a list of 
bugs for review. 

 
● 6/27: 

Gunrock reverted all code changes to 6/4 and sent a list for review.  
● Slack msg:  



 
● Email

 

 
● 6/30 



Our sociabot was taken offline again due to the code revert ( root cause: same as the one in 6/12 
offline issue). 
Until then, Gunrock hasn’t got any response from Amazon regarding which bug fixes were 
allowed. 
Gunrock was asked to fix the bot according to the offline notification email: 

 
 
We fixed the bug and explained the fix to Amazon: 

 



● 7/1: 
Amazon Alexa Prize support team still hadn’t replied to us whether any of the bugs in the list can 
be approved, nor did they listen to the explanation of the bug fixes in 6/30. Instead, they asked 
Gunrock to rollback code to 6/4 again due to the fact that we didn’t get their “approval”  of the 
6/30 bug fixes, although we were requested to fix the bug according to the offline notification 
email. We were very confused at this moment but we still complied and reverted all code changes 
back to 6/4. 
 
We then requested to arrange a meeting with Amazon to clarify the process, but didn’t get any 
response. 

 

 
● 7/1 later: 

Our socialbot was taken offline again due to the code reverting earlier at the same day.  



 
● 7/2 AM 

We followed up on asking for their approval of the bug fix list.  
Finally they approved the first three items and we pushed in the fix.

 

 
● 7/2 PM 

Amazon requested us to remove trivial template changes and grammar fixes in the commit earlier 
the same day.  
 

● 7/3 9 AM 
We immediately did an internal code review and carefully checked line by line to avoid all 
none-bug fixes and then deployed again. 



 
 

● 7/9 
We updated the code bug fixes list and asked for approval. 

 

 
 

● 7/10 follow up on bug approval. 

 



 

 

 

 
● 7/13 AM 

Deployed approved bug fixes and notified Amazon. 



 
 

● 7/13 PM 
Notified a newly found bug and deployed fixes. 

 
 

● 7/14 PM  
We observed two bugs: 



1. Game module state mismatch causing infinite loop.  
(We noticed this after listened to the first day’s audio file) 

2. Book module crash due to state mismatch.  
(Before the fix, system output backup response: ”I was thinking about what book to read 
and got distracted”. The fix avoids this response from happening and jumps out from the 
book module to avoid persistent crash.) 
 

● 7/15 AM 
Fixed the above two bugs and notified Amazon immediately through Slack. 
Amazon disapproved and we reverted immediately. 
(We didn’t agree with that decision as it was considered a crash from our perspective, but we 
complied considering the time limit.) 

 

 

 
 


